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OME of our more eagle-eyed

readers may have noticed a

number of the yard’s horses

running during November under the

ownership of ‘Kingsley Park Owners

Club’. This is a new venture for Mark,

aimed at increasing still further the

enjoyment all our owners derive from

seeing the yard’s horses race.

The idea sprang from Mark’s

initiative in recent seasons to lease

additional horses into our partnerships

on a no-cost basis. Some horses have

been added to partnership rosters free of

charge, but on the basis that the

partnership does not retain any prize-

money earned by those horses.

The aim of that move was to increase

enjoyment for the partners by giving

them additional opportunities to go

racing, enjoying entitlement to owners’

badges, collecting trophies and

generally enjoy the experience of being

an owner for the day.

While Mark was delighted by how

that initiative was received, he felt that

in practice the distribution of leased

horses was indiscriminate, and, more

than once, horses were leased to a

partnership which then enjoyed great

success with its own horses. In

retrospect, it then appeared that a leased

horse would have been better deployed

to another of the partnerships.

Opportunity

To deal with that possibility, and in

the spirit of widening access to the

opportunity to go racing, Mark has now

decided to race such horses under the

banner of Kingsley Park Owners Club

(KPOC). 

Membership of the Club is open to all

who have a horse in training with Mark

at Kingsley Park and to all partners who

currently have a share in any of the

Kingsley Park partnerships.

On a first-come, first-served basis,

members will be entitled to apply for

badges and to go racing whenever one

of the KPOC horses runs. 

They will enjoy access to the

paddock, will meet the jockey and, if

the horse is successful, might be asked

to represent the owner in trophy

presentations. If they wish, members

might also be subscribed to Weatherby’s

Text Service.

It’s all about giving those who have

already invested in the yard more fun

for their money. Now, win or lose, that’s

got to be a good thing!        

Kingsley Park Owners Club

Southwell stumble puts
Franny on the sidelines

OCKEY Franny Norton picked

up a number of injuries in a

nasty fall at Southwell on

November 16.

Franny was riding Raymond Tooth’s

juvenile filly Tarnhelm in the six-

furlong nursery at the Nottinghamshire

course. 

His mount was drawn on the outside

of the eight runners, and seemed to

stumble badly just after exiting the

stalls, almost firing Franny into the

Fibresand track. As the filly took off in

pursuit of her rivals, Franny was left

prone on the track, clearly in some

discomfort.

With Franny clutching his shoulder,

a shoulder injury was feared at first,

but after being x-rayed at

Nottingham’s Queen’s Medical Centre,

his injuries were confirmed as a

broken rib and damage to knee

ligaments. He also suffered some

swelling to his shoulder. Ian Wardle,

Franny’s agent, estimated that Franny

would be out for two to three weeks.  

The incident occurred with Franny

just one winner short of equalling his

previous best tally – the 83 wins he

notched up in 2015. He has been

riding as well as ever

this season, and

excelled on Permian

when the colt landed the

Group 2 Dante Stakes at

York in May.

Everybody at MJR

sends him best wishes,

and would love to see

him recover in time to

equal or, preferably,

exceed his personal

best. It’s particularly

annoying that he should

be sidelined again so

soon, as readers might

recall that he took a

nasty fall at Chester in

J
September 2016, when his mount,

Thomas Cranmer, fell after appearing

to clip heels with a rival. We wish him

all the best for a speedy recovery.

Thankfully, Tarnhelm was unscathed

in the accident. 

Franny Norton
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